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1 Introduction
The string theory embedding of gauge theories often illuminates them from new perspec-
tives, leading for instance to the geometrization of dualities and of other non-trivial dynam-
ical properties. One possible scenario involves realizing quantum field theories on branes
probing singular, non-compact geometries. This approach provides a bridge leading to
gravity dual descriptions [1–3], which allow the study of gauge theories at strong coupling
in terms of supergravity. In addition, branes at singularities are the main ingredient of
local approaches to string phenomenology [4–6].
The case of Type IIB configurations of D-branes probing toric Calabi-Yau (CY) 3-
folds is an example in which the map between geometry and quantum field theory can be
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controlled in exquisite detail. The key reason for this is the correspondence between these
theories and dimer models [7–9], also known as brane tilings.
In this paper we extend the understanding of D-branes over toric CY 3-folds by de-
veloping a comprehensive framework for the inclusion of flavor D7-branes, i.e. D7-branes
wrapping non-compact 4-cycles inside the CY. Part of our work is based on ideas originally
introduced in [10] and [11], which we extend in various directions.
We work in the probe approximation for D7-branes, which is pertinent to the analysis
of local consistency conditions. As usual, inclusion of the 7-brane backreaction can lead
to further constraints on e.g. the total number of allowed 7-branes, but this can depend
on additional global features of the configuration, like the presence of orientifold 7-planes,
or more general (p, q) 7-branes away from the singularity. A complete characterization of
the consistency conditions arising from these global features is beyond the scope of the
present paper. Note however that we may expect these constraints not to be relevant in
applications of the present system requiring small numbers of D7-branes.
Recently, Bipartite Field Theories (BFTs), a new class of 4d N = 1 gauge theories,
defined by a bipartite graphs on (bordered) Riemann surfaces, were introduced in [12].1
These theories include and generalize brane tilings. Remarkably, some of these theories
also have deep connections to integrable systems [15–19] and on-shell diagrams in N = 4
super Yang-Mills [12, 20–22].
In the second part of this article, we exploit our tools for studying general config-
urations of D-branes over toric CY singularities to engineer a large class of BFTs. An
alternative approach for embedding similar theories in string theory has been presented
in [23].
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we review background material,
including dimer models, their mirror interpretation and tadpole cancellation for D-branes
at singularities. We also initiate the discussion of basic configurations of flavor D7-branes.
In section 3 we briefly review the definition of BFTs. In section 4, we introduce tools for
determining the gauge theories arising from configurations involving flavor D7-branes with
general embeddings. In section 5, we describe the application of these ideas to engineer
large classes of BFTs. We conclude in section 6.
2 Background
In this section we review the connection between D3-branes on toric CY 3-folds and dimer
models, the mirror of such configurations, the inclusion of flavor D7-branes with simple
embeddings and the constraints following from tadpole cancellation.
2.1 D-branes on toric Calabi-Yau 3-folds and dimer models
The quiver gauge theories on D3-branes over toric CY 3-folds are described by dimer
models, also denoted brane tilings [7–9]. A brane tiling is a bipartite graph on a 2-torus.
1In [13], a closely related class of theories was defined, which coincides with the ones in [12] in the
absence of boundaries. The reader is referred to [14] for a discussion of the connection between the two
types of theories.
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Dimer Quiver
Face i Gauge group U(Ni)
Edge eij between faces Chiral multiplet Xij in the bifundamental ( i, j)
i and j representation, oriented clockwise around white nodes
and counterclockwise around black nodes
k-valent node joining edges Monomial Xi1i2Xi2i3 . . . Xiki1 in the superpotential
ei1i2ei2i3 . . . eiki1 involving k chiral multiplets, with sign (+/−) for
(white/black) nodes
Table 1. Dictionary connecting dimer models and the corresponding gauge theories.
A bipartite graph is a graph in which nodes can be colored black or white, such that edges
only join nodes of different color. The translation between the dimer and the gauge theory
is given by:
The ranks for the gauge groups associated to faces in the dimer can be different.
Different rank assignments correspond to possible choices of fractional D3-branes and are
constrained by tadpole cancellation as explained in section 2.4. For a detailed discussion
of dimer models, we refer the reader to [8].
2.2 The mirror
One of the main tools we will use for analyzing D-branes on a toric CY 3-fold is the mirror
configuration, which was first discussed in connection with dimer models in [24]. The
mirror geometry is a Σw × C∗ fibration over the w complex plane, given by
P (x, y) = w
uv = w . (2.1)
There is a Riemann surface Σw corresponding to P (x, y) = w, for every point w. Here
P (x, y) =
∑
an1,n2x
n1yn2 is the characteristic polynomial of the geometry under consid-
eration, i.e. there is a term in P (x, y) for every point in the toric diagram with position
(n1, n2).
The main aspects concerning the physics D-branes in this geometry are captured by
the Riemann surface Σ sitting at the origin w = 0, i.e. the surface defined by P (x, y) = 0.
The skeleton of Σ is the (p, q) web associated to the CY [25, 26], which in turn is the graph
dual to its toric diagram. The genus and number of punctures of Σ are hence equal to the
number of internal points and perimeter of the toric diagram, respectively. Figure 1 shows
an example.
The dimer model allows us to understand the connection between the original CY and
its mirror as follows. We define zig-zag paths as connected oriented sequences of consecutive
edges which turn maximally right at black nodes and maximally left at white nodes; they
can be usefully depicted as oriented paths crossing edges by the middle, as in the upcoming
figures. The mirror geometry is revealed upon using the untwisting map, which acts on
zig-zag paths of the dimer as schematically shown in figure 2. Namely, the zig-zag paths
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. a) Example of a toric diagram for a CY singularity. b) The corresponding Riemann
surface Σ, defined by P (x, y) = 0, in the mirror geometry.
1B2B
B1 A21A
2A
A1
B2
Figure 2. The untwisting map. Its action on zig-zag paths, here represented in double line notation.
of the dimer model G are organized as moving around faces in a new bipartite graph G˜.2
The latter turns out to define a tiling of the mirror Riemann surface Σ, with each face in
G˜ corresponding to a puncture in Σ.
The untwisting map exchanges:
G on 2-torus G˜ on Σ
zig-zag path ↔ face (puncture)
face (gauge group) ↔ zig-zag path
It is straightforward to see that a second application of the untwisting map to G˜ results
in the original graph G.
The physical meaning of the previous transformation is as follows. Every face in G
corresponds to a class of fractional D3-branes in the original CY. Fractional branes map to
D6-branes wrapped over compact 3-cycles in the mirror. These 3-cycles project down to
compact 1-cycles on Σ. More concretely, the D3-brane whose gauge groups is associated
to a face of G, is mapped to the corresponding zig-zag path of G˜, cf. the above table.
Since the gauge theory associated to a set of intersecting D6-branes depends just on
its topology, it is possible to discuss the mirror just in terms of the zig-zag paths, as we
often do in what follows. It is not necessary to refer to G˜, which can be reconstructed
from them. Figure 3 gives an example illustrating the main properties of the connection
between G˜ and its zig-zag paths:
• Edge (chiral field): intersection between two zig-zag paths, which supports open
strings in the bifundamental of the corresponding gauge factors.
2In fact, G and G˜ are the same graph, i.e. they contain the same edges and nodes. We give them
different names in order to emphasize that they differ in their two dimensional embeddings into T 2 and Σ,
respectively. These embeddings result in different sets of faces for each of them.
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(a)
oriented disks
orientation
alternating
(b)
Figure 3. a) A piece of a bipartite graph G˜ in the mirror, with crosses indicating punctures.
Zig-zag paths are shown in double line notation. b) The same configuration showing only the zig-
zag paths, i.e. the D6-branes. Black and white nodes, which are shown here in grey for clarity,
correspond to clockwise and counterclockwise oriented disks, respectively.
• Node (superpotential term): disk with an oriented boundary, which supports a world-
sheet instanton mediating the interaction. The orientation is clockwise for white
nodes and counterclockwise for black nodes.
• Face (puncture): disk whose boundary changes orientation at each intersection be-
tween zig-zag paths.
Exactly the same observations apply for the original graph G and its zig-zag paths. In
this case, however, faces should be interpreted as gauge groups in the corresponding quiver
gauge theory.
The order in which bifundamental fields are contracted to form gauge invariant su-
perpotential couplings is determined by their orientation. In the original dimer G, this
orientation is clockwise for white nodes and counterclockwise for black nodes, and it coin-
cides with the orientation of the corresponding disks bounded by zig-zag paths. However
in the mirror, as a result of untwisting, the orientation of gauge invariant contractions is
clockwise for all nodes. This means that for black nodes this orientation is opposite to
the one determined by zig-zag paths. Figure 4 presents a simple example illustrating this
behavior.
2.3 Mirror description of D7-branes: short embeddings
Systems of D3-branes at singularities can be enriched by introducing additional D7-branes,
spanning non-compact 4-cycles passing through the singular point. At the level of the field
theory on the D3-brane, the D3-D7 open string sectors lead to the introduction of flavors
for the diverse D3-brane gauge factors, in a pattern to be described later on. This has been
exploited for the construction of Particle Physics models in [4] (see e.g. [27–29] for other
recent references), and in the context of flavored AdS/CFT (see e.g. [30, 31], building on
the original flavoring of N = 4 SYM in [32]).
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Figure 4. Two adjacent oriented disks in the mirror, giving rise to a black and a white node
connected by an edge. We indicate the bifundamental fields arising at the intersections between
D6-branes. The white node corresponds to the X12X23X31 term in the superpotential and the black
one corresponds to −X12X24X4.
Just like for D3-branes, the matter multiplets and superpotential couplings associated
to D7-branes are more manifest in the mirror picture. In this section we describe some
general aspects of the latter, in simple situations which we dub short embeddings. The
detailed description of fairly more general configurations and their couplings is postponed
to section 4.
D7-branes on non-compact 4-cycles translate to D6-branes on non-compact 3-cycles
in the mirror, which project onto non-compact 1-cycles on Σ, coming in and out through
two different punctures. The simplest situation is that the 1-cycle crosses a single edge in
the tiling G˜. It thus crosses the two corresponding zig-zag paths, namely intersects two
D3-brane cycles, see figure 5. The intersections produce flavors, namely matter multiplets
in the fundamental and antifundamental of the D3-brane gauge factors, due to the opposite
orientation of the intersections. Incorporating the D7-brane groups as a global symmetry
groups from the 4d field theory viewpoint, the multiplets transform in the corresponding
bifundamental representations. We take the orientation of the D7-brane 1-cycle such that
there is an oriented disk, which supports a worldsheet instanton generating a superpotential
term with the schematic structure
W3 7 = q˜73X33′q3′7. (2.2)
The orientation of the cycle is opposite to that of the chiral multiplet for the corresponding
edge in the dimer. In the original dimer, we will represent the D7-brane by an arrow across
an edge, with its head and tail signaling the corresponding flavors, as shown in figure 5.c.
We note that the D7-brane arrow is oriented opposite to the bifundamental to which the
D3-D7 fields couple.
In principle, it is possible for a given pair of punctures to be connected by inequivalent
paths, crossing different edges. This happens for D7-branes which wrap the same geometric
4-cycle but differ in their worldvolume gauge field. Specifically, the 4-cycle with the singular
point removed is non-simply connected, and admits gauge fields with different holonomies.
In orbifold examples, the choice of gauge holonomy at infinity in the 4-cycle (retraction
of the 4-cycle minus the singular point) is described as the orbifold action on the Chan-
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(c)(b)(a)
Figure 5. Flavor D7-brane. a) In the mirror, it is represented by an oriented 1-cycle connecting
two punctures of Σ. b) The same configuration, omitting the underlying graph G˜. A pair of flavors,
q˜1 and q2, arise at the intersection of the D7-brane with the corresponding zig-zag paths. The disk
supporting the instanton that generates the superpotential W3 7 = q˜1X12q2 is shown in blue. c)
The corresponding piece of the original dimer, which is connected to the mirror by untwisting.
Paton degrees of freedom. Regardless of the detailed description in the singular CY, the
rules to read out the D3-D7 spectrum and interactions are as above, by simply choosing
the appropriate field X33′ in (2.2). These ideas were introduced and discussed in detail
in [10], where they were illustrated using the C3/Z3 example, for which the D7-branes can
be characterized using worldsheet CFT tools.
An interesting connection should be noted at this point [11]. Consider a conical CY
singularity X6 with (real) base a 5d (Sasaki-Einstein) manifold Y5, as often done in the
AdS/CFT context [33, 34]. There is a direct relation between conical 4-cycles in X6 and
their (real) 3d bases in Y5. Under it, dibaryons of the D3-brane field theory, which are
dual to D3-branes wrapped on supersymmetric 3-cycles in Y5, are naturally associated
to holomorphic 4-cycles in X6 (with ‘3-cycles’ and ‘4-cycles’ regarded in a generalized
sense, as including data on the worldvolume gauge field background for the corresponding
branes, as explained above) [35–39]. Thus, large sets of D7-branes wrapped on the holo-
morphic 4-cycles can be characterized in terms of properties of their associated dibaryon
operator [11]. Jumping ahead a little bit, cf. section 4.2, D7-branes can be associated to
a general open path in the dimer, generated by concatenation of D3-D3 bifundamental
fields Oi0in = Xi0i1Xi1i2 . . . Xin−1in , introducing flavors q˜7 i0 , qin7, and with superpotential
coupling q˜7 i0Oi0inqin7.
The main purpose of this paper is to extend the set of D7-brane geometries which can
be considered and used in applications. This requires a careful analysis of configurations
including several different D7-branes, and of the properties of the corresponding D7-D7′
open string sectors. This leads to a rich set of possible D7-brane geometries, spectra and
interactions, to be developed in section 4.
2.4 Tadpole cancellation
In any string configuration including D-branes with a compact transverse space, an impor-
tant microscopic consistency condition is cancellation of tadpoles for non-dynamical RR
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fields.3 Even in non-compact situations, cancellation of tadpoles must be imposed for RR
potentials whose degree equals the dimensionality of the subspace on which they propagate.
Considering the prototypical example of D3-branes at complex dimension-3 orbifold singu-
larities, analyzed in [40], consistency requires RR tadpole cancellation in sectors twisted by
orbifold elements having the origin as the only fixed point, since they produce RR 4-forms
localized on the 4d subspace located at the singular point. On the other hand, one need
not impose RR tadpole cancellation in sectors twisted by orbifold elements leaving fixed
planes, since the corresponding twisted RR fields have 6d support, and their flux lines can
escape to infinity. The resulting conditions constrain the allowed multiplicities of D-branes
to be located in each face of the dimer diagram. In terms of the adjacency matrix Iab,
counting the net number of edges between faces a and b (counted with orientation) in the
corresponding dimer, the conditions read∑
b
NbIab = 0 for all a. (2.3)
This can be expressed as the statement that the number of ‘fundamental’ and ‘antifun-
damental’ representations of the ath ‘gauge factor’ are equal, with the peculiarity that it
must be imposed even for faces which are empty (Na = 0), or have no non-abelian factor
(Na = 1), or have no complex representations (Na = 2); hence the quotation marks. For
the same reason, RR tadpole cancellation conditions imply, but may be slightly stronger
than, the cancellation of non-abelian anomalies in the resulting 4d field theory.
The above discussion holds for general systems of D3-branes at singularities, in partic-
ular for dimer models, by simply taking the corresponding matrix Iab. This can be shown
by computation of the RR charges carried by the D-branes, by laboriously extrapolating
the D-branes to large volume (which does not change topological charges) [41–43]. Alterna-
tively, and most conveniently for our purposes, it can be shown in the mirror picture, where
the RR tadpole condition amounts to cancellation (in compactly supported homology) of
the total homology class of the cycles wrapped by the mirror D6-branes (with multiplic-
ity) [44]. A further derivation for the above consistency condition follows from using brane
probes (for instance, brane-antibrane pairs of the regular branes mentioned below) to test
potential underlying inconsistencies [45].
The RR tadpole cancellation conditions also imply the cancellation of mixed U(1)
anomalies, by a 4d version of the Green-Schwarz mechanism (see [46] for orbifold theories);
this moreover renders the U(1) factors massive, so they decouple and disappear from the
theory. It is worthwhile to emphasize that the cancellation mechanism works without
imposing any further consistency conditions. Despite the disappearance of abelian factors,
it is often useful to focus precisely on the case of abelian gauge theories with Na = 1, since
many results of this simpler setup hold also in the more involved non-abelian case.
For dimer models, the RR tadpole cancellation conditions always admit the ‘regular
D3-brane’ solution of all ranks being equal, Na ≡ N for all a. This relates to the fact that
3As mentioned in the introduction, constraints on the total number of 7-branes may arise from global
considerations once the 7-brane backreaction is included. These go beyond the local analysis, which is
indeed the focus of this paper.
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Figure 6. Bipartite graph and its dual BFT. Example of a BFT associated to a graph on a disk.
Internal faces in the graph correspond to gauge symmetry groups, which are represented by blue
circles in the quiver diagram. External faces correspond to global symmetries, which are represented
by green squares.
such configuration is continuously connected (by moving onto the mesonic moduli space,
i.e. moving the brane off the singularity) to the configuration of N dynamical branes in the
bulk of the CY, which is obviously consistent. In order to engineer BFTs with topologies
other than the torus, e.g. the disk, we should consider configurations with empty faces
in large regions of some underlying dimer. Although some such systems may be realized
with only D3-branes, the class of modes which can be constructed is much richer if we also
include D7-branes in the system, as advanced earlier.
The RR tadpole cancellation conditions to systems of D3 and D7-branes at singulari-
ties, and their relation with (non-abelian and mixed) anomaly cancellation in the resulting
4d theory, are a generalization of the above discussion (see [4, 47] for orbifold examples).
They are given by (2.3), with the proviso that we let b (but not a!) run also through the
D7-brane stacks. These conditions are natural in the mirror picture, where both kinds
of objects turn into D6-branes wrapping (either compact or non-compact) 3-cycles. The
consistency conditions are the cancellation of compactly supported 3-homology charge [44].
Therefore, for practical purposes in the remainder of the paper, the question of RR
tadpole cancellation is addressed with the following rule:
The RR tadpole cancellation conditions can be taken as the ‘cancellation of non-
abelian anomalies’ (i.e. equality of incoming and outgoing arrows, counted with mul-
tiplicity), for all faces in the dimer, including those which are empty.
3 Bipartite field theories
Bipartite Field Theories (BFTs) are 4d, N = 1 gauge theories whose Lagrangian is de-
fined by a bipartite graph on a Riemann surface, which might contain borders [12]. The
translation between the graph and the field theory follows a natural generalization of the
dictionary for dimer models given in table 1. Below we discuss the few new ingredients
that can appear in these theories. We refer a reader to [12] for a thorough discussion of
BFTs and [12, 21, 48] for explicit examples beyond dimer models.
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The embedding into the Riemann surface is an important part in the specification of
the BFT, since it determines a set of two-dimensional faces cut out by the graph. In the
presence of boundaries, there are two possible types of faces: internal and external. Both
classes of faces correspond to U(ni) symmetry groups. However, only the ones associated to
internal faces are gauged, while the ones for external faces correspond to global symmetries.
Edges in the graph correspond to chiral multiplets in bifundamental or adjoint repre-
sentations as in section 2.1. Those associated to external legs are treated specially and are
regarded as non-dynamical. In the string theory constructions of section 5, this property
will naturally follow from the fact that such fields have a higher dimensional support.
Finally, external nodes, i.e. nodes sitting on boundaries are allowed to be connected
to a single edge in graph and have no interpretation as a superpotential term.
As it will become clear in section 5, the gauge theory on certain systems of D3/D7-
branes at a CY singularity can be nicely encoded in the language of BFTs.
4 General D7-branes on toric Calabi-Yaus
In this section we extend the set of D7-brane configurations which can be considered.
The basic idea is to decompose general D7-branes into constituent ones with the type of
simple embeddings discussed in section 2.3 and recombine them by turning on non-zero
vacuum expectation values (vevs) for bifundamental fields in the D7-D7’ sectors. Hence,
an important preliminary development is the analysis of configurations including several
different D7-branes, of the corresponding D7-D7′ open string sectors, and their couplings
to the D7-D3 and D3-D3 sectors. The determination of the corresponding rules can be
carried out without caring about cancelation of tadpoles/anomalies, which can be dealt
with in a subsequent stage. The explicit examples in section 5 illustrate the details of
tadpole cancellation.
4.1 D7-D7′ sectors
In this section we explain how to determine the spectrum between different D7-branes.
The main novelty in configurations including different D7-branes, is the possible ap-
pearance of new fields in the mixed D7-D7′ open string sectors. Since two non-compact
4-cycles generically intersect over a non-compact 2-cycle, these fields have 6d support and
do not manifest as dynamical 4d fields. Still, their vevs can couple to the D3-brane gauge
theory as external parameters, and so their determination is relevant to the 4d physics.
Since the D7-D7′ fields are non-compact, their spectrum would seem not to be uniquely
determined by the local geometry, since new modes can be brought from infinity. However,
there is a non-trivial piece of the spectrum which is determined by the local geometry,
and which can be regarded as arising from the compactly supported induced D-brane
charges. This sector manifests in terms of D7-D7′ ‘spurion’ chiral multiplets with non-
trivial couplings to the 4d fields in the D3-D7 and D3-D3 sectors. Our techniques, which
particularly exploit the mirror picture, allow an easy determination of this part of the
D7-D7′ spectrum and its interactions. The resulting rules generalize results for flat space
or orbifolds thereof, and are described in the following.
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A D7-D7′ field extends between pairs of D7-branes with opposite orientations that
‘intersect’ at a puncture in the mirror. The non-compactness of the puncture and the
1-cycles reflects the non-compact support of this sector. These fields can arise from the
6d intersections of D7-branes wrapped on different 4-cycles (two 1-cycles sharing a single
puncture), but also from the 8d volume of D7-branes wrapping the same 4-cycle but carry-
ing different Chan-Paton gauge bundles (1-cycles sharing both punctures, but differing in
their ‘interior’), cf. section 2.3 . Each such ‘puncture intersection’ produces a D7-D7′ ‘spu-
rion’ 4d chiral multiplet, appearing in superpotential couplings to the 4d fields in D3-D7
and D3-D3 sectors. The models in section 5 are explicit examples of this rule, in which the
D7-D7’ spectrum can be independently determined using standard orbifold techniques.
The simplest configuration, which will often appear in the examples of section 5, cor-
responds to two D7-branes A and B which give (opposite chirality) flavors to a common
gauge group i and share a puncture. This occurs whenever two D7-branes sit on two edges
that are consecutive when going around the perimeter of a face in the original dimer. In
this case, the D7-branes automatically share a zig-zag path in the dimer, i.e. a puncture in
the mirror. A D7-D7′ field YAB arises, with the following superpotential coupling to flavors
W ′3 7 = qiA YAB q˜Bi. (4.1)
The chirality of YAB is such that this coupling is gauge invariant, i.e. it is set by the two
flavors qiA and q˜Bi connecting the D7-branes to the common gauge group i.
Let us consider the mirror in more detail. Figure 7 shows an oriented disk (shaded
in grey) associated to a white node (taken cubic for simplicity), describing a superpoten-
tial term among D3-D3 fields Xij (labeled in black). The red arrows describe D7-branes
connecting the relevant punctures, with D3-D7 sectors introducing flavors q, q˜ (labeled
in black) and 73-33-37 couplings (2.2) from the blue disks.4 In addition, there are D7-
D7’ fields Y , labeled in red. Their orientation, indicated by their subindices, has been
determined by gauge invariance of the 37-77-73 couplings in (4.1). The oriented disks sup-
porting the corresponding worldsheet instantons are shown in figure 8. Here we have used
the discussion in figure 7 for the chirality of 33 fields.
Figure 9 shows the analogous mirror configuration around a disk associated to a black
node. While the orientation of the D7-branes is inverted, the chirality of D7-D7′ bifunda-
mentals remains the same.
The previous discussion leads to an alternative prescription for determining the chi-
rality of D7-D7′ fields in the simple case of D7-branes with a short embeddings sharing a
puncture and a gauge group. Such a configuration is specified by three punctures. If the
node enclosed by the triangle formed by the three punctures is white, the D7-D7′ field at
the common puncture goes from the outgoing to the incoming D7-brane. If it is black, the
D7-D7′ field goes from the incoming to the outgoing D7-brane.
As already mentioned, the spectrum in the D7-D7′ sector is not protected against
changes of the system which modify the behavior at infinity. A prominent example of
such change corresponds to blowing up, i.e. resolution of the singularity. Although it
4Moving the D7-brane 1-cycles pass the corresponding intersection between two zig-zag paths flips the
orientation of blue disks. The presence of the 73-33-37 coupling is determined by the existence of the
oriented disk.
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Figure 7. D7-branes in the mirror for a set of punctures around a disk associated to a white node
in the bipartite graph. Blue disks correspond to 73-33-37 couplings.
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Figure 8. Oriented disks giving rise to 37-77-73 superpotential couplings.
~
~
~
23X
A1q
q B2
C3q
2Aq
q3B
q 1C
CAY YAB
BCY
B
C
A
1 2
3
12X
31X
Figure 9. D7-branes in the mirror for a set of punctures around a disk associated to a black node
in the bipartite graph. Blue disks correspond to 73-33-37 couplings.
would seem a local process, connecting different conical singularities by blowing up requires
taking the blowup parameter to infinity (or equivalently, zooming infinitely into the residual
singularity after partial blowup). Connecting singularities by partial blowup preserves the
properties of fully localized fields, like those in D3-D3 or D3-D7 sectors, but it modifies
the properties of the D7-D7’ sector. Therefore we are led to the important conclusion that
blowup cannot be exploited for relating the D7-D7′ spectra of different singularities.
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Figure 10. Sudden change in the D7-D7′ spectrum under resolution. Mirror picture of D7-branes
in the conifold singularity corresponding to two paths without a common puncture. A finite blowup
elongates the branes through a neck. In the limit of infinite blowup, the neck turns into a puncture,
which is shared by the two D7-branes.
To illustrate this, consider the blowup of a conifold singularity to flat space C3. Recall
that the conifold theory contains two gauge factors U(N1) × U(N2), and bifundamental
matter multiplets A12, A
′
12, B21, B
′
21 [33]. We can introduce a D7 and a D7
′-brane intro-
ducing flavors coupling to the D3-D3 bifundamentals A12, A
′
12, respectively. The D7 and
D7’-branes do not share a puncture, so there are no relevant fields in the D7-D7’ sector.5
The conifold singularity can be blown up to C3 by a vev for e.g. B21; the fields A12, B′21
and A′12 turn into the three adjoints X, Y , Z of the N = 4 SYM theory of D3-branes in flat
space. The D7 and D7’-branes now wrap the 4-cycles X = 0 and Z = 0 respectively, and
there is a D7-D7’ field Y7 7′ supported on the intersection 2-cycle, with a cubic 77
′-7′3-37
coupling. The appearance of the new field Y7 7′ is an abrupt change during the infinite
blowup connecting the systems. In the mirror picture, it is due to the appearance of a new
puncture shared by the daughter D7-branes, see figure 10.
We conclude with another warning. In general, one can have D7-branes which share
a puncture (at which they intersect with opposite orientation), but do not share a gauge
group. Namely, the two D7-branes intersect the same zig-zag path in the dimer, but at
distant locations not corresponding to consecutive edges. Such cases can be realized in
orbifolds of C3, in which we can check there are no D7-D7′ states. Hence we take the
conservative view that such states are not present in general, i.e. our arguments do not
suggest the existence of D7-D7′ states in such situation, and we do not invoke them in the
construction of explicit examples in section 5. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the D7-
D7’ spectrum in the examples in section 5 can also be determined by orbifold techniques in
some parent theories. Note that, non-consecutive D7-branes sharing a puncture can turn
into consecutive D7-branes sharing a puncture, by simply blowing up to remove all edges
‘separating’ the D7-branes until they become consecutive. Our rule is that the consecutive
case does produce D7-D7′ states and couplings, while the non-consecutive case does not;
this is fully consistent, because of the above argument showing that blowing up can change
the D7-D7′ spectrum.
5This can also be seen in a T-dual picture [49–51], with two (mutually rotated) NS5-branes on a circle,
with D4-branes suspended between them; the D7 and D7’-branes turn into half D6-branes ending on the
two different NS-branes [52, 53], and hence with no massless open string stretched between them.
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(a) (b)
Figure 11. Long embeddings from short ones. a) The starting point is a set of D7-branes associ-
ated to sequence of consecutive short embeddings sharing faces of the dimer and punctures in Σ,
equivalently zig-zag paths. b) By turning on non-zero vevs for D7-D7′ fields, the D7-branes combine
into a single one with a long embedding.
4.2 Long embeddings
The understanding of D7-D7′ sectors allows to generalize the short embedding D7-branes
in section 2.3 to ones defined by long oriented paths in the dimer, to which from now on we
refer to as long embedding D7-branes. Our discussion follows closely [11], which contains
the first systematic treatment of such embeddings (albeit for Euclidean 3-branes, although
the analysis extends to flavor D7-branes with minimal modifications). We consider paths
of the general form Oi0in = Xi0i1Xi1i2 . . . Xin−1in , where consecutive fields not only share
a common gauge group but also a puncture.6
In order to determine the gauge theory associated to such a long embedding, we first
consider the theory of multiple ‘short embedding’ D7-branes, D7Aµ with µ = 1, . . . , n, each
one associated to a single chiral field Xiµ−1iµ in the path. Each D7Aµ-brane gives rise to
a pair of flavors q˜Aµiµ−1 and qiµAµ , see figure section 11, which uses the arrow notation
introduced in section 2.3. Furthermore, since consecutive D7s share a puncture, there are
YAµAµ−1 fields stretching between D7Aµ and D7Aµ−1 . They are invariant under the gauge
symmetries but transform as bifundamentals of the corresponding global symmetry groups.
Following (2.2) and (4.1), the superpotential is given by
W = q˜A1i0Xi0i1qi1A1 + q˜A2i1Xi1i2qi2A2 + . . .+ q˜Anin−1Xin−1inqinAn
−qi1A1YA1A2 q˜A2i1 − qi2A2YA2A3 q˜A3i2 − . . .− qin−1An−1YAn−1An q˜Anin−1 (4.2)
For clarity, we have only presented the piece of the superpotential involving the flavor
D7-branes, since completing the superpotential is straightforward in each given model.
Throughout the rest of the paper, we will often take the same approach, hoping it does
not lead to any confusion.
6Open paths with consecutive fields not sharing a puncture (i.e. not in adjacent edges in the dimer) can
be deformed to open paths satisfying this condition, by crossing over vertices in the dimer. Namely the
corresponding operators differ by F-terms. In the discussion of dibaryons [11], such operators are equivalent
in the chiral ring, it is sufficient to keep one representative in each ‘homology’ class. For the D7-brane case,
different open paths should be regarded as different, since there may be obstructions to their equivalence
(see discussion in section 4.4).
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Next, let us turn on non-zero expectation values for all the chiral fields YAµAµ+1 ,
recombining all D7Aµ-branes into a single D7-brane, labeled with A. The superpotential
becomes
W = q˜Ai0Xi0i1qi1A + q˜Ai1Xi1i2qi2A + . . .+ q˜Ain−1Xin−1inqinA
−qi1Aq˜Ai1 − qi2Aq˜Ai2 − . . .− qin−1Aq˜Ain−1 , (4.3)
where for simplicity we have set the vevs to 1. The quark-antiquark pairs for all intermedi-
ate faces in the dimer, (qi1A, q˜Ai1), . . . , (qin−1A, q˜Ain−1), become massive. Integrating them
out, we obtain the following superpotential
W = q˜Ai0Oi0inqinA. (4.4)
We thus obtain the straightforward generalization of (2.2) to the case in which a single field
is replaced by a path, where q˜i0 and qin are the surviving massless flavors at its endpoints.
This reproduces the result advanced at the end of section 2.3.
Let us now consider two D7-branes given by paths Oij and O′jk of arbitrary length,
sharing an intermediate face in the dimer j and also a puncture. The previous analysis in
terms of constituent embeddings makes it clear that in this case, as for short embeddings,
there is a YOO′ field in the D7-D7′ sector. The full superpotential for this configuration
takes the form
W = q˜iOijqj + q˜jO′jkqk + q˜jYOO′qj . (4.5)
The mirror. Figure 12 shows the mirror counterpart of the previous discussion. The
original configuration in terms of constituent branes is given in figure 12.a. All terms in the
initial superpotential (4.2) are clearly visible, and displayed as light blue and pink disks
for 73-33-37 and 37-77-73 couplings, respectively.
Turning on vevs for the D7-D7′ fields YAµAµ+1 fuses the D7-branes as depicted in figure
12.b. The pink disks contain two intersections on their boundary, corresponding to mass
terms for the intermediate flavors. Integrating out these (now vector-like) fields corresponds
to deforming the recombined D7-brane until the massive intersections disappear. The final
result is given in figure 12.c, where the superpotential (4.4) is manifest.
4.3 General D7-brane configurations
In this section we investigate the gauge theory resulting from more complicated configura-
tions of D7-branes. Following our general approach, we do so by decomposing the desired
configuration into simple constituents and studying how their recombination translates
into field theoretic terms. Rather than attempting an exhaustive classification, we present
several classes illustrating the main physical phenomena. In particular, we focus on two in-
teresting phenomena: first, in the presence of long embeddings, there can be D7-D7′ states
even when the endpoints of the corresponding paths do not coincide. Secondly, these more
general configurations can be used to produce superpotential couplings involving essen-
tially arbitrary chains of D3-D3 and D7-D7′ fields joined by 37 fields, e.g. 37-77′-7′3-33n,
or 37-(77)m-73-33.
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21<Y   > = 0
(a)
(b)
(c)
<Y   > = 0 <Y   > = 032 43
Figure 12. Mirror perspective on long embeddings. a) The starting configuration in terms of
constituent short embedding D7-branes. b) Turning on vevs for D7-D7′ fields recombines the D7-
branes into a single one and generates masses for the intermediate flavors. c) Final configuration
after integrating out the massive fields.
3 1
A
B
C
4
3
2
1
4
2
(b)(a)
Figure 13. a) The brane configuration we want to study. b) To do so, we first separate the length-2
embedding into constituent branes B and C, which we later recombine by turning on a non-zero
vev for YCB
4.3.1 Osculating long embeddings and 37-77-73-33 couplings
Let us consider the explicit example shown in figure 13.a, involving two D7-branes with
embeddings of length 1 and 2,7 described in the arrow notation introduced in section 2.3.
Following our general strategy, we can start from figure 13.b and investigate what happens
when the D7-branes B and C are recombined.
The spectrum and superpotential associated to figure 13.b can be determined using the
rules for short embeddings and their interactions. The relevant part of the superpotential
7Our discussion clearly applies to similar configurations, in which the valence of nodes or type of faces
in the dimer are changed.
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is given by
W = q˜A2X21 q1A + q˜B1X13 q3B + q˜C4X41 q1C − q1A YAB q˜B1 − q1C YCB q˜B1 + . . . , (4.6)
where YAB and YCB are D7-D7
′ fields and the notation is hopefully self-explanatory. The
signs can be reabsorbed by field redefinitions, and are chosen for convenience. The dots
indicate there are additional terms in the complete dimer model, but they are mere spec-
tators in our argument, and are dropped herefrom. In order to obtain the configuration in
figure 13.a, we recombine branes B and C by turning on a non-zero vev for YCB. Without
loss of generality, with set this vev to 1. The superpotential then becomes
W = q˜A2X21 q1A + q˜B1X13 q3B + q˜C4X41 q1C − q1A YAB q˜B1 − q1C q˜B1 . (4.7)
A mass term for the D3-D7 fields q1C and q˜B1 is generated. They can be integrated out
using their equations of motion
q1C = X13 q3B − q1A YAB
q˜B1 = q˜C4X41 . (4.8)
Plugging this back into (4.7), we obtain
W = q˜A2X21 q1A + q˜C4X41X13 q3B − q˜C4X41 q1A YAB . (4.9)
This exercise reveals two new features with respect to the simple examples considered in
previous sections:
• The presence of a D7-D7′ field, YAB, which arises despite the endpoints of the em-
bedding paths do not coincide. In the example at hand, YAB is a field extending
between the basic constituents, which survives the recombination of B and C. Below
we explain in detail how this is understood from the perspective of the mirror.
• A new kind of superpotential term, −q˜C4X41 q1A YAB, whose structure is of the
general form 37-D7-D7′-73-33: .
The mirror. The previous conclusions are beautifully captured by the geometry of the
mirror as we explain below. The lessons learnt here extend to more involved setups.
Before starting, let us make a simple observation about the system in figure 13.b. While
the three constituent D7-branes share a same gauge group, given by face 1 of the dimer,
they do not simultaneously coincide at a puncture in Σ. The puncture that is common to
the A and B pair is different from the one that is shared by the B and C pair. This fact is
clear from figure 14 since, as explained in section 2.2, punctures in Σ correspond to zig-zag
paths in the dimer model.
Following the discussion in section 2.2 and section 2.3, it is straightforward to determine
that the relevant part of the mirror of figure 13.b is given by figure 15.8
Indeed, as shown in figure 16, we can identify in the mirror all the terms in the
superpotential (4.6).
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Figure 14. The two zig-zag paths shared by the A-B and B-C pairs.
A
CB
YAB
42 3
1
CB
Y
Figure 15. Initial mirror configuration.
AB
YYCB
ABY
A B C
1
32 4
(b)(a)
42 3
1
CBA
Y
CB
Figure 16. Mirror description of the original superpotential. All terms in (4.6) are nicely cap-
tured by the mirror. a) W = q˜A2X21 q1A + q˜B1X13 q3B + q˜C4X41 q1C . b) W = −q1A YAB q˜B1 −
q1C YCB q˜B1.
The D7-branes B and C are recombined by turning on a non-zero vev for YCB. The
corresponding mirror configuration is given in figure 17, where we also indicate many of
the superpotential terms in (4.7).
As done in section 4.2, integrating out the massive flavors q1 and q˜1 corresponds to
deforming the combined B/C brane such that its two intersections with the zig-zag path
1 that represent them disappears. Figure 18 gives the resulting configuration, where it is
also shown how the entire superpotential (4.9) arises.
Similar techniques can be used to study the general case of two D7’s given by path
of arbitrary length including consecutive edges of a face, dubbed osculating D7-branes. In
8For simplicity, we omit the intersections between zig-zag paths associated to some of the edges in
figure 14, which are not crucial for the discussion of the D7-branes.
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4CB
ABY
(a)
A B C
1
32 <Y    >=0
Figure 17. Mirror configuration after B/C recombination. We show several terms in the super-
potential (4.7). In blue, we indicate the terms W = q˜A2X21 q1A + q˜B1X13 q3B + q˜C4X41 q1C . The
mass term W = −q1C q˜B1 is shown in grey.
Y ABY
B/CB/C
42 3
1
A
(b)
A
1
32 4
(a)
AB
Figure 18. Final mirror configuration. The entire superpotential (4.9) can be identified. a)
W = q˜A2X21 q1A + q˜C4X41X13 q3B . b) W = −q˜C4X41 q1A YAB .
the mirror, the two branes intersect on a common puncture, supporting a D7-D7′ state.
Its couplings can be determined by suitable decomposition into short constituent branes,
which are subsequently recombined, as we continue showing in the following.
4.3.2 General couplings
More general superpotential couplings can be similarly generated. Here we consider some
further examples, which arise from the general configuration that is schematically shown
in figure 19 after turning on D7-D7′ vevs. This setup involves various D7-branes sharing a
common dimer model face. In addition, each pair of consecutive D7s shares a zig-zag path,
i.e. a puncture on Σ. We focus on the mirror description of this setup. Understanding
the D7-brane recombination in terms of the bipartite graph or the field theory is also
straightforward.
37-77-73-332 couplings. Figure 20.a shows the mirror of the general configuration in
figure 19. Turning on vevs for YAB and YCD, recombines the four D7-branes into two, as
shown in figure 20.b. We observe the generation of a superpotential coupling of the form
W = q5D YCB q˜B2X21X15. (4.10)
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Figure 19. A general configuration of flavor branes in the original dimer. They all share a common
dimer model face 1. In the mirror, each pair of consecutive D7s shares a puncture of Σ.
CDYAB
CBY
YCB C/D
(b)
2 3 5
1
4
1(a)
532 4
A/B
Y
DCBA
Figure 20. a) The mirror of figure 19. b) Recombination after turning on vevs for YAB and YCD.
37-772-73 couplings. Starting again from the configuration shown in figure 20.a but
turning a vev for YCB, one obtains figure 21. The following superpotential coupling is now
generated
W = q1A YAB YCD q˜D1. (4.11)
The configurations we have just discussed are intended as simple illustrative examples.
They can be easily generalized to give rise to more involved spectra and superpotential
couplings.
4.4 Closed loops and obstructed recombinations
We have seen that elementary D7-branes can be recombined, by giving vevs to the corre-
sponding D7-D7′ fields, to produce couplings to open paths of bifundamentals. A natural
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Figure 21. The result of starting from figure 20.a and turning on a vev for YCB .
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BAY
YCB
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1
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C
Figure 22. General configuration leading to an obstruction for D7-D7′ vevs. a) D7-branes
forming a homologically non-trivial loop in the dimer. b) The mirror configuration, showing the
disk responsible for the YBAYACYCA term in the superpotential, which prevents giving simultaneous
vevs to all D7-D7′ fields.
question is whether it is possible to recombine D7-branes to form a closed loop in the
dimer.9 The answer reveals interesting physics, with two possibilities, depending on the
homology of the loop on the dimer:
• Homologically trivial loops: there are couplings among the different D7-D7′ fields
which prevent the simultaneous vevs for all D7-D7′ fields.
• Homologically non-trivial loops: the simultaneous vevs are possible and there is an
induced coupling between a meson operator and the flavors. This is interpreted as
the introduction of massive flavors, whose mass is controlled by the vev of the meson.
Such couplings have appeared in [65, 66], in the context of D3-brane instantons.
It is useful to discuss how these ideas work in an explicit example. Let us consider
D3 and D7-branes on the C3/Z3 orbifold and introduce coordinates xi on C3. The D3-D3
bifundamentals are denoted Xia,a+1, and have superpotential
W = ijkX
i
a,a+1X
j
a+1,a+2X
k
a+2,a. (4.12)
9Here we mean turning on non-zero vevs for all D7-D7′ fields around the loop. When some D7-D7′ fields
do not have vevs, the discussion is analogous to the case for open paths.
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The mesonic moduli space is such that xi = Xi12X
i
23X
i
31 correspond to the coordinates of
the D3-brane in the parent C3. We introduce D7ak-branes, defined by the 4-cycle xk = 0,
with Chan-Paton phase determined by a. The corresponding flavors are denoted q˜ka,a+1, in
the ( 7ka , a+1) and q
k
a−1,a in the ( a−1, 7ka ), and superpotential
W3 7 = q˜
k
a,a+1X
k
a+1,a+2q
k
a+2,a. (4.13)
In addition at the intersection between a D7i and D7j brane, there is
10 a 7i7j field Y
k
a,a+1,
with k 6= i 6= j 6= k and superpotential
W = ijkY
i
a,a+1Y
j
a+1,a+2Y
k
a+2,a + ijkq
i
a,a+1Y
j
a+1,a+2q˜
k
a+2,a. (4.14)
Consider the D7s associated to e.g. X112, X
2
23 and X
3
31, which are all joined in a super-
potential term (4.12). This is the case where the D7s form a closed loop that is trivial in
homology in the dimer. To form the D7 bound state, we need to introduce vevs for Y 112,
Y 223 and Y
3
31. These vevs would, in turn, give masses to q
2
31, q˜
3
23, q
3
12, q˜
1
31, q
1
23 and q˜
2
12. But
the first term in (4.14) prevents such simultaneous vevs. Figure 22 shows an example of
this situation for a general model, both from a dimer and mirror perspectives.
On the other hand, consider the D7s associated to e.g. X112, X
1
23 and X
1
31, which form
a closed loop that is not in the superpotential and is non-trivial in the dimer homology.
It is easy to verify that in this case the superpotential (4.14) does not prevent making the
corresponding flavors massive, thereby recombining the D7-brane. The interpretation is
that different fractional D7s combine into a dynamical one which moves into the bulk. The
mass of the flavors is controlled by the meson vev, which agrees with the fact that the flat
direction is associated with the motion away from the singularity.
5 BFTs from D-branes
In this section we illustrate how our ideas can be used for engineering BFTs. It is important
to stress that the range of applicability of these tools is much wider and that they can be
exploited to construct gauge theories which are not BFTs.
We will focus on planar BFTs, i.e. theories determined by graphs on a disk, and non-
planar BFTs associated to graphs with multiple boundaries on surfaces with zero curvature.
In addition we will restrict to BFTs in which the symmetry groups associated to all faces,
both internal and external, are abelian. Whether BFTs on Riemann surfaces with non-
vanishing curvature can be constructed using D-branes is a very interesting question, but
it is beyond the scope of this paper. With this goal in mind, the importance of having a
general framework for understanding D7-branes is clear. In this setup they are responsible
for the global symmetries, i.e. the external faces, of the BFTs.
Part of the bipartite graph of the resulting BFT is inherited from the underlying dimer
model. This graph is modified and extended in order to include the parts of the theory
involving D7-branes.
10In toroidal orientifolds there are other fields, e.g. D7k-D7k fields on the 4-cycle zk = 0. Following the
general discussion, we rather focus on fields localized on curves at intersections of different 4-cycles, since
their couplings to the 4d fields generalize to non-orbifold examples.
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We will focus on BFTs in which every external face is adjacent to two other ones. This
type of faces correspond to D7-branes that share two punctures with other D7-branes.11
Such D7-branes can be classified according to the occupancy of the two dimer faces they
connect. They can be:
• Occupied-Occupied (O-O): they have two D3-D7 states and two D7-D7′ states. The
corresponding external faces in the BFT are hence 4-sided.
• Occupied-Empty (O-E): they have one D3-D7 state and two D7-D7′ states. The
corresponding external faces in the BFT are 3-sided.
Cancellation of twisted tadpoles sometimes requires the inclusion of additional D7-branes
connecting two empty faces. We call them E-E branes. These branes play no role in the
BFT but are necessary for consistency of the string theory construction.
Below we present several explicit examples. We start from models mainly involving the
short embeddings of section 2.3 and progressively move to more involved configurations.
Our goal is by no means to provide a general classification of BFTs arising from D3-D7
configurations, but to illustrate the flexibility of our ideas and how they work in concrete
configurations.
We would like to mention that a string theory embedding for a class of quiver gauge
theories associated to bipartite graphs on a disk, which are distinct but closely related to the
BFTs discussed in this article, has been introduced in [23]. The construction involves D5-
branes and NS5-branes in Type IIB string theory. These branes share the four dimensions
in which the gauge theory lives and have a non-trivial structure along two internal complex
dimensions. D5-branes wrap an algebraic curve and NS5-branes wrap special Lagrangian
submanifolds in the internal dimensions. This type of setup closely resembles brane tilings,
which were introduced in [8]. One of the crucial differences is the fact that brane tilings
are periodic along two directions.
The consistency of brane tilings has been extensively studied, see e.g. [43, 54], with the
most rigorous analysis appearing in [55]. Currently, no analogous consistency criterion for
the general bipartite graphs associated to BFTs is known. Whether a constraint identifying
well-behaved general graphs exists and, if so, how it looks like is a natural question. The
closest thing presently known, is a graph-theoretical criterion for identifying reducible
planar graphs [20]. Interestingly, reducibility can be phrased in terms of zig-zag paths, in
a way that closely resembles the consistency conditions of [55]. Notice, however, that even
in the planar case, there is no known inconsistency in the BFTs associated to reducible
graphs. In [12, 21], considerable progress exploiting BFTs for developing notions of graph
equivalence and reducibility extending beyond the planar case has been achieved. In this
11Introducing D7-branes which share only one puncture with other ones, it is possible to construct
theories closely related to the ones introduced in [13]. More concretely, such theories have the same quiver
and superpotential of the ones in [13], but the fields associated to external legs are 6d and hence not
dynamical from a 4d perspective. These fields can be made dynamical by cutting-off the worldvolume
of the D7-branes, which also results in the gauging of the symmetries associated to external faces. This
behavior is analogous to the one exhibited by the theories constructed in [23].
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Figure 23. A simple example. a) Brane configuration engineering the gauge theory under consid-
eration. Occupied and empty faces in the underlying dimer model are shown in yellow and grey,
respectively. Arrows indicate D7-branes. b) The resulting BFT.
paper, BFTs are constructed in terms of fractional and flavor branes in a toric CY 3-fold.
Consistency of the dimer model associated to the underlying CY 3-fold, is thus a necessary
condition.
In this section we construct infinite classes of arbitrarily large BFTs using branes. The
main motivation for doing this is that they can be used to obtain new ones by resolution
of the singular geometry. Our results are encouraging. Whether all BFTs associated to
bipartite graphs living on the plane can be realized with our type of setup is an interesting
open question beyond the scope of this paper.12
5.1 A simple example
Let us begin our catalogue of explicit models by constructing a rather simple BFT. Fig-
ure 23.a summarizes the corresponding brane configuration. It contains a single fractional
D3-brane, represented by the occupied yellow face in the figure. The underlying dimer
model is a square lattice and can thus be embedded into a ZN × ZM orbifold of the coni-
fold. The explicit values of N and M depend on the choice of unit cell, not shown in the
figure, which is unimportant for our discussion. The configuration is completed with four
D7-branes of O-E type, represented by red arrows.
As explained in section 5.2, tadpole cancellation corresponds to having an equal number
of fundamental and antifundamental representations for all faces in the dimer, including
those that are empty. It is straightforward to verify that figure 23.a indeed satisfies this
condition. For example, empty faces sharing an edge with face 1 have a flavor coming from
12For more general graphs, e.g. those that cannot be inscribed in the plane, it is possible to envision
alternative ways of connecting them to string/M-theory. One such possibility is, at least for BFTs with a
large number of gauge groups, deconstruction [56, 57].
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Figure 24. Brane configuration for Class 1 models. a) Occupied and empty faces in the underlying
dimer model are shown in yellow and grey, respectively. Arrows indicate D7-branes. b) A refined
color coding for the faces in the dimer. The boundary between occupied and empty faces is indicated
with a dashed yellow line.
this common edge, which is compensated by a flavor in the opposite direction from the
corresponding D7-brane.
Let us now discuss the structure of the resulting BFT, whch is shown in figure 23.b.
The fractional D3-brane gives rise to an internal square face, since the D7-branes contribute
two fundamentals and two antifundamentals to it. There is one external face for each of the
D7-branes. Following section 4.1, every consecutive pair of D7-branes supports a D7-D7′
field, i.e. an external leg in the BFT. In this example and the ones that follow, extending
the constructions to non-abelian BFTs simply amounts to including multiple D-branes in
each stack.
5.2 Class 1
We will now construct an infinite family of models, which corresponds to the D-brane
configuration shown in figure 24.a. The figure shows one representative in this class of
models. Occupied faces define a rectangular area which can have arbitrary lengths in its
two directions. Once again, these theories are based on square dimer models and can be
embedded in ZN × ZM orbifolds of the conifold. In the general case, one simply takes N
and M sufficiently large to accommodate the desired theory.
All external faces of the BFT arise from D7-branes of O-O type. Each pair of con-
secutive O-O branes, which give rise to the boundary of the BFT, shares a puncture on
Σ. This is because they sit on adjacent edges of faces of the dimer and hence intersect a
common zig-zag path. As explained later, the additional E-E D7-branes represented by
purple arrows are necessary for twisted tadpole cancellation.
Tadpole cancellation. For discussing tadpole cancellation and the resulting BFT, which
is presented in the following section, it is convenient to refine the color coding of faces in
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the dimer as shown in figure 24.b. In these models there are three types of occupied faces
(yellow, orange and pink) and three types of empty faces (grey, blue and green).
As explained in section 2.4, tadpole cancellation is equivalent to anomaly cancellation
for all faces in the dimer, including empty ones. We now go over each type of occupied
and empty faces and discuss how anomalies are cancelled. For simplicity we consider the
abelian case, in which all occupied faces have rank 1; the discussion for more general (but
equal) ranks is similar, by simply increasing the number of D7-branes accordingly.
Let us first consider occupied faces, for which we have:
• Yellow: they sit at the ‘bulk’ of the graph. They do not have any D3-D7 flavor.
Cancellation of anomalies proceeds as in the original dimer.
• Orange: the D3-D3 sector is given by the four edges of the original dimer, which cor-
respond to an equal number of fundamental and antifundamental fields. In addition,
there is one fundamental and one antifundamental in the D3-D7 sector.
• Pink: there is one fundamental-antifundamental pair coming from the D3-D3 sector
and another one from the D3-D7 sector.
In all cases, the numbers of fundamental and antifundamental fields are equal for all internal
faces.
Let us now consider empty faces. We discuss them in terms of the chiral fields that
would exist if these faces were occupied. For the three different types of them, we have:
• Grey: there are no fields charged under them.
• Blue: they have two D3-D3 states with opposite orientations.
• Green: they have a single edge in common with occupied faces, giving a single fun-
damental or antifundamental D3-D3 field, which would make the faces anomalous in
the absence of other contributions. These anomalies can be cancelled by introduc-
ing the four D7-branes represented by purple arrows. Their only purpose is tadpole
cancellation and they are decoupled from the BFT.
The BFTs. The matter content of this class of theories has been discussed in detail in
the previous section. Their superpotential follows from the rules in section 2.3. The BFTs
thus have the following structure.
Internal faces: internal faces in the BFT, i.e. gauge symmetries, arise from occupied
faces in the underlying dimer model. Yellow faces remain square. Orange faces have four
D3-D3 edges plus two additional ones coming from D3-D7 states, becoming hexagons.
Finally, pink faces have two D3-D3 edges plus two D3-D7 ones, and are hence squares.
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Figure 25. Class 1 BFTs. The colors in figure 24 are used to indicate the origin of internal faces.
External faces: all external faces in this class of models have the same structure. They
have four edges, two from D7-D7′ and two from D3-D7 fields. Since they have an even
number of edges, all global symmetries are anomaly free. The edges around any external
face participate in three superpotential nodes, one of type (4.1) and two of type (2.2).
The bipartite graph defining the resulting BFT is shown in figure 25. All external nodes
have the same color. Interestingly, modulo the fact that the chiral fields associated to
external legs are non-dynamical from a 4d viewpoint, these theories are indeed in the
special sub-class considered in [13]. In order to obtain more general field theories, with
both white and black external nodes, it is necessary to include O-E D7-branes. We do so
in the examples that follow.
5.3 Class 2
We now introduce a second class of theories. Since analysis parallels the one for Class 1,
we can be more schematic. These theories are also based on ZN × ZM orbifolds of the
conifold and the basic configuration of D-branes is shown in figure 26.a. The dimension
of the rectangular occupied area in the dimer is arbitrary. In this case, both O-O and
O-E D7-branes are included. Unlike Class 1, E-E D7-branes are not necessary for tadpole
cancellation.
Tadpole cancellation. As before, it is useful to refine the color coding of dimer faces,
as shown in figure 26.2. For the occupied faces, we have:
• Yellow: they sit at the bulk of the graph. They do not have any D3-D7 flavor.
Cancellation of anomalies proceeds as in the original dimer.
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(a) (b)
Figure 26. Brane configuration for Class 2 models. a) Occupied and empty faces in the underlying
dimer model are shown in yellow and grey, respectively. Arrows indicate D7-branes. b) A refined
color coding for the faces in the dimer. The boundary between occupied and empty faces is indicated
with a dashed yellow line.
• Orange: they contain only three D3-D3 edges of the original dimer, since the remain-
ing one is in contact with an empty face. In addition, there are three D3-D7 states
with appropriate orientations to cancel the anomaly.13
• Pink: these faces have two D3-D3 and four D3-D7 states.
The numbers of fundamental and antifundamental fields are equal for all internal faces.
There are only two different types of empty faces:
• Grey: there are no fields charged under them.
• Blue: they have one D3-D3 state and one D3-D7 state with opposite contribution to
the anomaly.
The BFTs. The internal and external faces in the bipartite graph of the BFT are de-
scribed below.
Internal faces: internal faces in the BFT correspond to occupied faces in the underlying
dimer model. Yellow faces remain square. Orange faces have three D3-D3 edges plus three
additional ones coming from D3-D7 states. They become hexagons in which three edges
are in contact with external faces. Pink faces have two D3-D3 edges plus four D3-D7 ones,
becoming hexagons.
13For practical purposes, it is useful to notice that whenever there is a D7-brane whose embedding
corresponds to a single edge in the dimer between two occupied faces (i.e. a sub-class of the O-O branes),
then the corresponding D3-D3 and D3-D7 pair has a zero net contribution to the anomaly.
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Figure 27. Class 2 BFTs. The colors in figure 26 are used to indicate the origin of internal faces.
External faces: this class of theories has external faces with three and four edges, cor-
responding to O-E and O-O D7-branes, respectively.
The resulting BFT is shown in figure 27. The inclusion of O-E D7-branes results in
external nodes of two colors.
5.4 Models involving long embeddings
We now present BFTs engineered using D7-branes with long embeddings, which we will
call Class 3. They can be constructed by starting from BFTs based on short D7-branes
embeddings and combining them by turning on D7-D7′ vevs. Let us start from Class 2
models and turn on vevs for the fields associated to the green edges in figure 28.a. The
D-brane configuration is obtained from figure 26 by recombination and is given in figure
28.b.
Figure 29 shows the resulting BFT, which is obtained after integrating out massive
fields. This result is in agreement with direct application of the rules in section 2.3 and
section 4 to figure 28.
5.5 Beyond the disk
The tools we have introduced allow the construction of non-planar BFTs. For example, let
us consider the configuration shown in figure 30.a. The unit cell is explicitly indicated by
blue dashed lines and corresponds to a Z2 ×Z8 orbifold of the conifold. This arrangement
is closely related to the one for Class 2 theories. The main difference is that occupied faces
wrap entirely one of the compact directions of the 2-torus. Figure 30.b shows the resulting
BFT, which lives on a cylinder.
It is straightforward to exploit our ideas for constructing non-planar BFTs with mul-
tiple boundaries.
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(a) (b)
Figure 28. Class 3 BFTs. a) A general representative of the Class 2 of BFTs. We will turn on
vevs for the green edges. b) The brane configuration obtained after recombination.
Figure 29. A BFT in Class 3.
5.6 IR behavior
Let us briefly discuss the low energy behavior of BFTs. A natural question is whether and
under what circumstances they flow to non-trivial superconformal fixed points in the IR.
The typical procedure for studying this question involves two steps, which we now briefly
review.14 First, one looks for R-charges, or equivalently scaling dimensions, satisfying
the vanishing of beta functions for both gauge and superpotential couplings. For BFTs
in which the ranks of all gauge and global symmetry groups are equal, this step has a
very nice geometric implementation. As for dimer models on a 2-torus, R-charges can be
translated into angles if the bipartite graph is drawn in isoradial embedding. Vanishing
beta functions translates to vanishing of the local curvature at both faces and nodes of
14Here we cover the basics necessary for our discussion. The process can be more subtle, e.g. if operators
saturate the unitarity bound, but it is well understood.
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(a) (b)
Figure 30. A non-planar BFT. a) A configuration of D3 and D7-branes. The unit cell of the dimer
model is shown in blue. b) The resulting BFT is non-planar and lives on a cylinder. The bipartite
graph should be identified along the dashed blue lines.
the graph [58]. The theories considered in this paper, which are defined by graphs on
the plane, thus admit non-trivial solutions at this stage. The outcome of the first step
are the so-called trial R-charges, which is typically not fully fixed. The freedom in the
trial R-charges corresponds to the possibility of mixing the superconformal R-symmetry
with additional global U(1) symmetries. The superconformal R-charges are determined by
maximizing the trial central charge a over the space of trial R-charges [59]. By now this
kind of analysis has become a rather standard procedure and there is a vast literature of
explicit applications, ranging from theories associated to dimer models [9, 60] to models
closer to the BFTs we consider here [23]. For this reason, and because it is not the central
question we are interested in, we do not pursue this question in more detail.
More generally, we are also interested in theories that do not flow to CFTs in the IR.
A prototypical example is the case of string phenomenology, where the goal is to obtain
a Standard Model-like theory at low energies. Exquisite examples of such constructions,
precisely within the general class of theories we focus on, namely sets of fractional and
flavor D-branes at toric CY 3-folds, were given in [27, 28]. The list of examples illustrating
the fact that the engineering of gauge theories in string theory is interesting beyond CFTs
is of course huge. One can mention the famous Type IIA realization of SQCD and its
Seiberg dual [61], in which the entire Nf/Nc range is interesting. For example, brane
constructions of theories in the free-magnetic range have been used to investigate dynamical
SUSY breaking [62–64].
Finally, for some questions such as the connection between BFTs and the Grassman-
nian, one is interested in the classical limit of the gauge theories [12, 21]. The brane
realization of the BFTs is interesting because it provides them with a good UV completion.
6 Conclusions
We developed a comprehensive framework for determining the gauge theories arising on
general configurations of D-branes over toric CY 3-folds in Type IIB string theory. The
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main contribution of our work is a significant extension of the understanding of flavor
D7-branes, i.e. D7-branes wrapping non-compact 4-cycles, which was previously primarily
restricted to simple embeddings and/or orbifold geometries. Our approach combines dimer
models, mirror symmetry and the construction of general embeddings by recombination of
elementary D7-branes.
In order to illustrate our ideas, we discussed in detail how to engineer a large sub-class
of the BFTs introduced in [12], corresponding to graphs with vanishing curvature. Several
examples were presented, including infinite families of models and non-planar theories. We
expect the D-brane realization will shed further light on the physics of BFTs.
The range of applicability of the methods introduced in this article is far more gen-
eral. In fact, the introduction of D7-branes in D3-brane systems has proven useful in a
variety of contexts. For instance, the construction of local embeddings of phenomenologi-
cal Particle Physics models or, replacing D7-branes by Euclidean D3-branes, the study of
stringy non-perturbative contributions to quantum field theories. The latter, either with
Euclidean D3-branes, or via non-perturbative effects in the corresponding D7-branes, has
found applications to the questions of brane inflation [67, 68], and of the generation of
Yukawa couplings [69, 70]. Finally, our construction of more general D7-branes may have
application in the context of introducing flavours in gauge/gravity dual pairs, generalizing
some of the existing constructions, e.g. [30, 31] for the conifold.
In [57], the 6d (2,0) and little string theories were deconstructed in terms of 4d quivers.
These quivers correspond to N = 2 and N = 1 orbifolds of C3 which, interestingly, are
BFTs. It is natural to conjecture that BFTs also deconstruct 6d theories on more general
Riemann surfaces, which might include the N = 1 theories considered in [71, 72]. If this
is the case, the D-brane realization of some of the models introduced in this paper may
provide a useful tool for establishing the correspondence, as it did in [57].
We have focused on the mesonic branch BFTs. As in other string constructions of
gauge theories, the correspondence can be further understood along various directions,
including the baryonic branch [73], the correspondence between strong coupling dynamics
and complex deformations [74–76] and the geometric origin of conformal manifolds [77].
We expect that, in many cases, the behavior will be inherited from the underlying dimer
model.
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